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COCKTAILCOCKTAIL
Masterclass



How does
IT WORK?

1 PICK YOUR ERA

2 PICK 2 COCKTAILS

3 LEARN HOW TO MAKE YOUR CHOSEN
COCKTAILS WHILE DANCING TO THE
BEST TUNES!

80'S 90'S 00'S

£50 PER PERSON
INCLUDES A COCKTAIL ON ARRIVAL!



80's
MASTERCLASS

 How about the legendary dance-off that took place at a roller rink in the summer of 1985? 
Prepare to mix up iconic drinks like the Cosmopolitan, Blue Lagoon, and Tequila Sunrise.
Our expert mixologists will guide you through the era's trendiest techniques! It's a blast

from the past that will have you sipping in style!

1. Cosmopolitan Revival:
The Classic Cosmopolitan, created at the Strand

Restaurant in South Beach and learn about the rise
of vodka and cranberry cocktails in the 80s.

 
2. Blue Lagoon Reminisce:

  Introduce the vibrant Blue Lagoon cocktail and
find out about all the fascination with vibrant blue-

colored drinks during the 80s.
 

3. Tequila Sunrise Twist:
  Put a spin on the Tequila Sunrise by incorporating

more modern techniques or ingredients!
 

4. Miami Vice Fusion:
  Combine the Piña Colada and Strawberry Daiquiri

into a Miami Vice cocktail. 

COCKTAILS



90's
MASTERCLASS 

Get ready to throw it back to the 90s with our fly cocktail masterclass! Picture this: you and your
pals rocking flannel shirts and scrunchies while shaking up drinks like the Espresso Martini, Sex

on the Beach, and the colourful layered goodness of the Pousse-Café. 
 

Our skilled mixologists will have you grooving to grunge tunes as you perfect your pouring skills
and create drinks that are all that and a bag of chips. It's a blast from the past that'll have you

saying, "Booyah!".

1. Appletini Comeback:
  Create a modern version of the Appletini, bringing

back the sweet and sour flavours from the 90's.
 

2. Spice Up Your Life Margarita:
   Create a margarita inspired by the flavours of the

Spice Girls era, using spices and tropical fruits to
capture the spirit of the time.

 
3. Raspberry Beret Martini:

   Craft a raspberry-flavoured martini while
discussing the resurgence of berry-flavoured

cocktails during the 90's.
 

4. Hip-Hop Highball:
   Develop a highball cocktail inspired by the hip-hop

culture of the 90s, incorporating bold and unique
flavours that reflect the era's influence on mixology.
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00's
MASTERCLASS
Get ready to party like it's Y2K with our epic
cocktail masterclass themed around the year
2000! 
Our expert mixologists will guide you through the
era's hottest sips while you groove to boy bands,
Britney, and the dawn of the new millennium. 

So grab your low-rise jeans and butterfly clips,
because it's time to toast to the 2000s in style!

1. Smartphone Sipper:
   Create a visually appealing cocktail that uses molecular

mixology techniques, reflecting the technological
advancements of the 2000s.

 
2. Social Media Sangria:

   Craft a sangria with colourful fruits and innovative
twists, representing the rise of social media and the

desire for shareable content.
 

3. Y2K Martini Fusion:
   Combine ingredients that represent the crossover from
the 90s to the 2000's, highlighting the fusion of flavours

and trends during the turn of the century.
 

4. Energy Drink Elixir:
   Develop a cocktail that incorporates energy drink

elements while discussing the energy drink craze of the
2000's and its impact on cocktails.

COCKTAILS



Contact us
CALLOOH CALLAY SHOREDITCH

 

hello@calloohcallaybar.com

CALLOOH CALLAY CHELSEA
 

info@calloohcallaybar.com

LITTLE BAT BAR
 

hello@littlebatbar.com


